
WARD 13 BROADBAND GROUP - Meeting minutes from 2nd November 2015. 

Ward 13 Broadband Meeting at Fraser House, Inverness, hosted by HIE Community Broadband 

Scotland. 

Attendees 

 Sarah Jones – CBS 

 Campbell Cameron – CBS 

 Steven Watson - Stratherrick and Foyers 

 Carol Masheter – Soirbheas 

 Brenda Dunthorne – Boots N Paddles, Cabrich 

 Hugo Nicol – Stratherrick and Foyers 

 Martin Donelly – Stratherrick and Foyers 

 David Garvie – Aigas Community Forest 

 John Graham – Aigas Community Forest 

 Sharon  Ferguson – Fort Augustus and Glenmoriston Community Company 

 Scott MacDonald – Strathnairn Community Action Plan Group 

 Pete Yair – Glen Moriston Community Company 

 Margaret Davidson – Highland Council 

 Sandra Riach – Scatwell and Strathconon Community Association 

 Tamaris Cook – Inverfarigaig community member 

 Lyn Forbes - Foyers 

The meeting opened with a welcome from Sarah Jones, Community Broadband Scotland officer 

covering the area around Inverness.  She explained the extent of Ward 13. Ward 13 is shown on the 

map at this link: http://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/5073/detailed_map_of_ward_13_-

_aird_and_loch_ness , population is around 9,500.  

The current BT roll out in the Ward 13 area would be likely to comprise the following (note this may 

change as additional funding comes into the programme): 

Fibre enabled Cabinets  

- One in centre of Dores 

- One at Upper Foyers on the south side of the village 

- Gorthleck – fibre roll out for this area not yet confirmed 

- Drumnadrochit 5 cabinets and access to business services (leased lines and ethernet 

services). Drumnadrochit is what is known as a “Point of Presence” or PoP.  

- Balnain and Cannichare due to see fibre coverage, the nature of fibre roll out for Struy has 

not yet been confirmed 

- Kiltarlity – a number of cabinets including one at Culburnie, one in Kiltarlity and one in the 

area of Camault Muir  

- Kilmorack – One fibre cabinet next to the cemetery, not sure if additional cabinets are 

planned for this area 

- Invermoriston – fibre roll out for this area not yet confirmed 

- Fort Augustus – a number of cabinets are planned (subsequent to the meeting Sharon has 

been in contact with Nick Scroggie to confirm the number of cabinets in Fort Augustus). 

http://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/5073/detailed_map_of_ward_13_-_aird_and_loch_ness
http://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/5073/detailed_map_of_ward_13_-_aird_and_loch_ness


- Subsequent to the meeting I have been in touch with Strathnairn reps regarding fibre roll 

out in Farr and have advised them to speak directly to Nick Scroggie from the HIE Digital 

team 

Key Point 1 The current fibre roll out is part of the Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband (DSSB) 

programme. There is more information on DSSB roll out here: 

http://www.digitalscotland.org/whereandwhen and if people have queries about fibre roll out in a 

particular area they can talk to Nick Scroggie in the HIE Digital team.  

The roll out is happening in phases, there is Phase 1, Phase 1 additional (subject to the allocation of 

additional funding which my mean more cabinets) and Phase Two  - currently set for 2017 

Key Point 2 The roll out will not reach every home or business in Ward 13 

Key Point 3 BT will own the infrastructure installed through the DSSB programme.  

Key Point 4 Cllr Margaret Davidson has pressed John Swinney through the Convention of the 

Highlands and Islands to ensure BT states which communities will NOT be covered by the fibre roll 

out - feedback is expected on this around the end of 2015.  

Key Point 5 There was a discussion over fibre to the cabinet (also known as FTTC) versus mobile 
operators and wireless broadband.   
 
To explain a bit more about the way fibre broadband is generally delivered, where there is a green 
telecoms street cabinet BT Openreach build a new fibre cabinet next to it, run the fibre out to it, and 
connect the two together. Most premises within around 1km should then be able to receive a 
'superfast service' (above 24mbps) and most within 2km should then be able to receive an uplift in 
service (above 10mbps). Unfortunately, with current technology the speed drops off very quickly 
and beyond 2.5km there is unlikely to be any uplift in service. However, BT are currently working on 
new technologies which will hopefully mean that fibre based broadband can be extended past the 
current 2km, or that a new cabinet type solution can be developed to take fibre out to much smaller 
groups of premises than are currently viable.  Where there is currently no telecoms cabinet and the 
lines are connected directly into the exchange, known as exchange only or EO lines, then a new 
copper cabinet is first built and all the lines connected into this, before proceeding as above. 
 
Mobile or wireless broadband can also provide superfast broadband speeds and has the added 

advantage that all subscribers to the wireless project are able to get the same speed, it is equitable.  

Key Message from Meeting 

Some homes and businesses will not benefit from the current fibre rollout.  More information and 

clarity on the timing and location of additional fibre roll out through DSSB should come out in the 

next few months. This will mean that we have a much clearer idea of where the gaps in fibre 

provision are likely to be.  

In parallel to this, Sarah has submitted a list of postcodes from the Ward 13 area to the DSSB team 

with a view that the DSSB team will come back with information on which postcodes would be best 

served by fibre roll out and which would be best served by a community broadband solution. Sarah 

is expecting this information back in December 2015 and will feedback as soon as I have this.  

The fibre roll out will provide an improved service to those that are connected to and within 2km of 

a fibre enabled cabinet, those living at a distance from the cabinet in more scattered areas may see 

no benefit. The location of the cabinet in Foyers was discussed in some detail. If there are specific 

http://www.digitalscotland.org/whereandwhen


queries about the location of fibre cabinets or the roll out generally it is best to speak to somebody 

in the HIE Digital team such as Nick Scroggie or Stuart Robertson.   

Community Broadband Scotland  

Key Point 6 Community Broadband Scotland has grant funds to help communities find solutions for 

what are termed “white postcodes” i.e. areas that are not due to benefit from the fibre roll out. 

(100% funding at Stages 1 and 2, 89% for installation). 

Key Point 7 Community Broadband Scotland discussed examples of community projects which could 

be replicated or tweaked to make them applicable to the areas of Ward 13 requiring a solution.  

Models include Gigaplus Argyll, Fair Isle, Hebnet and Locheilnet (around Fort William). There are 

aggregated projects which look to bring together a number of communities requiring a broadband 

solution to benefit from economies of scale.  

Technological Note – Giga Plus (outlined at the meeting by Campbell Cameron CBS) takes a backhaul 

connection from Oban and uses line of sight wireless technology over sea (as does Fair Isle) to bring 

superfast internet speeds to ~1500 premises in the Argyll islands. The Giga Plus service is being 

installed and operated by a successful bidder (one of ten who tendered) called AB Internet. Info at 

http://www.gigaplusargyll.co.uk/ . In this instance the community will own all of the assets i.e. the 

masts but the project is built, operated and run by the third party, AB Internet.   

Community Challenges 

 Access to Backhaul – this is access to the main internet, i.e. where do you “plug into” the 

internet. Due to the roll out of fibre, access to backhaul is less of an issue than previously.   

 Financial Sustainability – CBS will fund development costs and a portion of the capital costs 

but not ongoing costs of a community broadband project. Each community broadband 

project needs to generate sufficient monthly revenue from subscribers to cover the ongoing 

costs of the project. If financial sustainability is an issue for a community it can make sense 

to widen out the net and aggregate a number of communities together.  

 Environmental and Planning (not previously and issue as regards consents for masts or 

sheds) 

 Volunteer capacity and tenacity  

Discussion and Decisions 

Decision 1 - Lyn Forbes keen to continue discussions with the DSSB team re the siting of the cabinet 

at Foyers 

Decision 2 - There was a feeling that fibre roll out will not reach everybody even after Phase 2 and 

due to the nature of Ward 13 there will be a need for some form of community broadband solution. 

Those attending the meeting are keen to start investigating this now.  

Decision 3 - The first stage in developing a community broadband project (i.e. a broadband service 

not supplied by the BT copper and cabinet route) is to demonstrate an appetite for a community 

broadband project.  This requires existing local organisations to share the info they have on 

broadband demand and speeds if scoping work has already been carried out, or to undertake a local 

survey that demonstrates an appetite for the project.  This info then needs to be aggregated. 

Decision 4  - That Local groups should obtain the agreement of their committees to work together 

on a scoping study and plan for white area broadband in ward 13.   

http://www.gigaplusargyll.co.uk/


Decision 5 - That a steering group should be formed to aggregate the information and produce a 

brief for a consultant to provide and initial report, using CBS funding. 

Resource to take forward  

- Volunteers from each area 

- Cllr Davidson 

- Sarah Jones CBS Inverness 

- Steven Watson – Stratherrrick and Foyers  

- Carol Masheter - Soirbheas, Glenurquhart and Strathglass.  

 

 

 

 


